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 Season’s Greetings

On behalf of Kanefusa, I am very 
grateful for the kindness that you 
showed us last year. For all of us, it 
was a successful and pleasing year; 
we have received a lot new family 
members, such as dealers, customers 
and users of Kanefusa products from 
all over the world. 

We will not only respond to potential 
demands of our customers, but also 
be a pioneer company in the cutting 
tool market by developing advanced 
processing systems and releasing 
new products and sophisticated 
technologies. Although it is less 
than 10 years ago that we expanded 
our base of marketing, production 
and overseas business it is still 
our challenge to increase these 

Mr. M. Watanabe - President

business activities for the worldwide 
market. 

For that, it is planed to plough back 
more investments into the Indonesia 
plant, Chinese plant and Head 
Office’s plant now and the future. 
We believe this provides new impact 
to us and we expect our export 
share to increase to 35% of our total 
turnover. 

One of my favorite saying is “Youth is 
in your mind. As long as you filled your 
life up with hope and courage everyday, 
you will always be in the bloom of youth.” 
Kanefusa celebrates its 60th anniversary 
this year and like this saying goes the 
company keeps always its youth and 
will be even more dynamic in 2008. 

I hope that 2008 will be special and 
fruitful year for all members of our 
Kanefusa family. Once again thank 
you very much and may the new year 
turn out to be the happiest and best 
for you. 

Masato Watanabe

One of the first 
manufacturing 
steps in the 
production of 
e n g i n e e r e d 
w o o d e n 
products as 
well as pulp is 
reducing logs 
and waste wood 
to chips and 
flakes by using 
knives. As we 

 The Global Production Output of
 Selected Building Materials and Paper

can see on a global basis, building 
materials, pulp for paper and the paper 
production itself are increasing in 
volume. 

However, the marketplace is 
undergoing changes such as 
the decline of production 
capacities in one area and 
the build up in other 
areas, the use of new 
wood species, faster 
and more productive 



Concept of the new ENSHIN carbide knife3

 Knife Division

New ENSHIN carbide knife1

machinery or advanced quality requirements. 
Because the machines are just as good as the 
tools used, there is no doubt that quality knives 
are sought after. Kanefusa produces a wide 
range of knives such as TimberTec chipper 

knives, peeling knives, slicing knives or 
VITECH paper cutting knives. For price 
inquires we need a drawing of the knife and 
technical specifications of the operation and the 
material to be cut.

ENSHIN self-locking planer head2

machines are expected to speed up even more 
and we felt the need of products with higher 
precision. 

In November the Mokkiten Nagoya, a 
woodworking trade show, was held. For this trade 
show we had Eco ENSHIN as a new product 
on display, an original spare blade with a steel 
substrate and tungsten cutting edge. The ENSHIN 
self-locking planer head is used for rough and 
finish planing. The newly developed knives are 
suitable to cut hard wood and laminated lumber.
We realized a 50% longer lifetime thanks to the 
change of the material hardness of the tungsten 
carbide. 

This product received a lot of good response 
and it was a very good opportunity to prove our 
technology. The product will be available in Japan 
in January 2008 and is expected to be launched 
for overseas markets in the second half of 2008. 

I have showed you our activities for the year 2007. 
From 2008 on we will actively create and improve 
our technology based on our core technologies 
such as long-knife brazing, heat treatment, 
coating and chemical bonding technology.

Mr. N. Ishida - General Manager

Knife Production

We, the knife division cover variety domains such 
as woodworking,  papermaking and metalworking 
and supply many different customers. The market 
environment is always changing so we focus 
especially on how exactly the products meet the 
customer’s needs and how original they are.

Last year, our department participated actively in 
some domestic and foreign trade shows. I have 
participated in some of them and could assess 
the market trends and needs so let me tell you 
our activities related to tradeshows.  

At Ligna+ in May, more and more woodworking 
machines ran faster and users attached great 
importance to productivity. For example, we 
believe that a long lifetime of the knife is very 
effective for less down time. As a product we 
have the ST-1 knife - an original coated knife - 
and I’ve felt that the European market recognized 
its effectiveness.  

In September, we have attended IGAS, the 
International Graphic Arts Show in Tokyo. The 
VITECH chemical bonded paper cutting knife was 
attached to the leading paper cutting machines. 
From this fact I could see that the attention for 
VITECH is even more attracted. Paper cutting 



 Plywood Industry in Indonesia

Chipper knife2

Mr. T. Yamauchi - General Manager

P.T. Kanefusa Indonesia

1. Current plywood industry in Indonesia

Indonesia used to be rated as one of the biggest 
markets for the plywood industry. However, over 
the past 10 years, the production of plywood 
extremely decreased and the industry declines. 
For example, the number of plants reduced from 
140 to 40. Thus the Indonesian plywood industry 
scales down its size of the market to one third. 

Some reasons are called for this development, 
but mainly you can name the following ones;

1. The decline of log supply caused by inter- 
national activities for environmental conservation
2. Illegal harvesting and smuggling
3. Weak forestry management system
4. High cost caused from tax and fuel charges
5. The rise of China
6. The increased consumption of coniferous 
woods

2. Transfer to panel processing from solid  
wood processing

For solid wood processing a variety of forestry 
sources are used. Thus, in a difficult situation for 
procurement of solid wood it is essential to shift 
solid wood processing to panel processing such 
as MDF (medium-density fiberboard) and PB 
(particleboard). 

The Indonesian solid 
wood industry is not 
rapidly shifting which 
leads to a decline of 
the entire woodworking 
industry compared 
to the neighboring 
countries. Panel 
processing should be 
expanding according 

to the world trend so I expect the market for 
secondary wood processing will recover and 
the panel processing segment will grow in the 
future. 

3. Consumption of plantation wood

What we have learned is, that the procurement 
of plantation wood is more difficult. The main 
species of plantation wood are Sengon Gum, 
which is used for plywood and Acacia which 
is used in the pulp 
manufacturing industry. 
Besides different 
growth characteristics 
- the timber growth rate 
is much faster than that 
of natural grown wood 
- the logs are smaller 
in diameter, which 
makes them harder to 
process, especially on 
the weaker Chinese 
laths that gain in 
market share. 

4. Pulp and paper manufacturing industry in 
Indonesia

In Indonesia big pulp and paper manufacturing 
plant are in operation such as the APP group 
and the APRIL group; they are working on 
expanding their production. At the beginning 
in the 90s the mixed hard wood share of MHW 
was high, but year after year the transition to 
plantation wood was growing. It was decided 
that the use of plantation wood is compulsory 
under the influence of environmental concerns 
by 2009. Because of the weak forestry policy 
we find a shortage of plantation wood and the 
companies must therefore develop strategies to 
secure a stable supply for now and in the future.

Disc chipper machine1



Let us hear your opinions and comments concerning 
the quarterly newsletter, please e-mail to

sales-ex@kanefusa.co.jp

  Kanefusa Trade Shows

KANEFUSA CORPORATION
Head Office / Factory
1-1 Nakaoguchi, Ohguchi-cho, Niwa-Gun
Aichi-ken, Japan, Postal Code 480-0192
Tel: +81 587 95 7221
Fax: +81 587 95 7226
E-mail: sales-ex@kanefusa.co.jp

KANEFUSA EUROPE B.V.
Europe Office
De Witbogt 12, 5652 AG, Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 40 2900901
Fax: +31 40 2900908
E-mail:  rocky.hayashi@kanefusa.nl

German Office
Radlerstrasse 78
87600 Kaufbeuren, Germany
Tel:  +49 8341 95 59 659
Fax:  +49 8341 95 59 661
E-mail:  office@kanefusa.de

KANEFUSA USA, INC.
2762 Circleport Drive, Erlanger, KY 41018, USA
Tel: +1 859 283 1450
Fax: +1 859 283 5256
E-mail:  kanefusa@hotmail.com

P.T. KANEFUSA INDONESIA
EJIP Industrial Park, Plot 8D, Cikarang Selatan,
17550, West Java, Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 897 0360
Fax: +62 21 897 0286, +62 21 897 0287
E-mail:  sales@kanefusa.co.id

MALAYSIA OFFICE
Level 36, Menara Citibank 165, Jalan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel:  +60 3 21697720, +60 3 21697721
Fax:  +60 3 21697722
E-mail:  kanefusamal@myjaring.net

KANEFUSA CHINA CORPORATION
KUNSHAN KANEFUSA CORPORATION
NO.50 Zhuzhu Road, Lujia Town Kunshan City, 
Jiangsu, China
Guang Dong Province, China
Tel:  +86 512 57875072
Fax:  +86 512 57875073
E-mail :  yy@kfcn.szbnet.com

 Service and 
 Woodworking in the USA

The trade shows we participate in 2008.

Name Site Period

Xylexpo Milan / Italy May 27th – 31st

Drupa Dusseldorf / Germany May 29th – Jun 11th

IWF Atlanta / U.S.A. Aug 20th - 23rd

IMTS Chicago / U.S.A. Sep 8th – 13th

JIMTOF Tokyo / Japan Oct  30th – Nov 4th

*For further information of local or regional tradeshows, please visit our website 

http://www.kanefusa.net/events/index.html

Mr. S. Sagehorn - Sales Manager

 KANEFUSA, USA,INC.

Kanefusa’s Marunaka knives for USA 
markets are sold through one company 
only. Kanefusa has an agreement 
with Industrial Machinery Sales 
located in Medford, OR. Industrial 
Machinery Sales is the 
exclusive sales agent for 
the Marunaka Tekkosho 
Co. for the past 30 years. 
We at Kanefusa feel 
very fortunate to work 
with Marunaka’s agent 
Mr. Jim Stough. He is 
considered the expert on 
horizontal veneer slicing machines in 
the USA market. 

Mr. Stough has pointed out the quality 
of the Kanefusa knife has certainly 

help him over the years in the sale of 
machines. This Kanefusa Marunaka 
knife is made of a special tool steel, 
is chrome plated and polished and 
stain resistant. With the addition of 

special angles for the 
cutting edge to help the 
knife during the slicing 
process this knife has 
no equal. 

In the USA we have 80 
Marunaka machines 
and our agent watches 

these closely for us at KANEFUSA, 
USA,INC. The sad thing for us is the 
slicing of wood to make veneer is 
going to the Asian market and growth 
of this market has become stagnant.

5. Forestry Policy

In my opinion it is obvious that the 
transition of natural grown tropical 
wood to plantation wood would be 
speeded from the aspect of global 
environmental conservation. I also 
believe that taking the lead in forestry 
policy is the key for the Indonesian 
government and therefore guiding 
the wood working industry in the 
right direction. For beneficial use 
of natural grown tropical wood 
it is necessary to review the weak 
forest management such as the 
introduction of the European forestry 
management. Moreover, an act for 
speedy and drastic plantation policy 

is sought. The climate in Indonesia 
- high temperature and humidity 
- is best for plantations and it gives 
chances to make the felling cycle 
shorter than in other places - the 
superior temperature must therefore 
be fully utilized. It would also be 
possible to establish a more effective 
plantation system. 

I anticipate that if the supply of 
plantation wood rises, the production 
of pulp, papermaking and wooden 
chips will also rise and the market 
for chipper knifes will be expanded. 
It goes without saying that Kanefusa 
will create a new knife suitable for 
plantation wood. 

Marunaka Slicer SL-250V1


